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Abstra t

The obnoxious enter problem in a graph G asks for a lo ation on
an edge of the graph su h that the minimum weighted distan e from
this point to a vertex of the graph is as large as possible. Weights on
the verti es an be also viewed as a sensibility of the graph verti es.
When ea h vertex of a graph is valued with one of the di erent marks
(weights) with respe t to its sensitivity, we are solving obnoxious enter
problem in a graph with marked verti es. In this paper we present an
algorithm whi h nds the obnoxious enter in a weighted a tus with
marked verti es in O( n) time, where n is the number of verti es and
is the number of di erent marks.
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1 Introdu tion
Distan e is an important on ept in appli ations of graph theory to omputer s ien e, operations resear h, hemistry and other elds. The literature
on it so ri h that there is an entire book dedi ated to it [2℄. Examples of
appli ations in lude important invariants of omputer networks and multipro essor topologies [1℄ and popular topologi al indi es su h as the Wiener
number in hemistry [9℄. It may be interesting to note that the Wiener
polynomial has a meaning both in hemistry [8, 14℄ and in omputer s ien e
[7℄.
Distan es in general graphs an easily be omputed in O(mn) time and
onsequently some of the distan e based problems are polynomial. However,
more eÆ ient algorithms exist for spe ial lasses of graphs. For example,
the Wiener number an be omputed in linear time on trees [13℄, diameters
of double loop networks an be omputed in O(log n) time [10, 16℄, onstant time algorithms exist for omputing the distan e related invariants on
fas iagraphs and rotagraphs [11℄, et .
A standard distan e based topi in ombinatorial optimization and operations resear h are lo ation problems [5℄. Lo ation on networks is a topi
of great importan e in elds su h as transportation, ommuni ation and
omputer s ien e. Re ently obnoxious fa ility lo ation problems re eived an
in reasing interest. Complexity issues regarding pla ement of several obnoxious fa ilities were onsidered by Tamir [15℄. On a tree, his algorithm has
time omplexity O(kn log2 n), where k is the diameter of the tree, whi h was
an improvement over O(n2 ) algorithm of [6℄. In [3℄ an algorithm for obnoxious enter problem on a tree was given with time omplexity O(kn log n).
On a path and a star and on a tree with all weights equal, the same authors
gave a linear algorithm [3℄.
In this paper we onsider the ase where there is di erent weights,
whi h we all marks. We give an algorithm of time omplexity O( n). If
the number of marks is onstant, whi h is a pra ti al assumption, our
algorithm has linear time omplexity. This improves on the results of [3℄.
Using the same general idea, it is possible to devise linear algorithms for
invariants su h as the weighted Wiener number and the Szeged number,
and perhaps for some other distan e related invariants. In some ases this
would improve the best known results, and we will give details elsewhere.
In some other ases, linear algorithms are already known. For example,
our result is omparable to the linear-time algorithm for solving the enter
problem on weighted a tus graphs [12℄. A linear algorithm for the median
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problem on weighted a tus graphs is given in [4℄.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next se tion we begin with
de nitions. In Se tion 3 we give details of the representation of a tus
graphs. Se tion 4 gives a detailed des ription of the algorithm.

2 De nitions
A weighted graph G = (V; E; w; ) is a ombinatorial obje t onsisting of
an arbitrary set V = V (G) of verti es, a set E = E(G) of unordered pairs
fx; yg = xy of distin t verti es of G alled edges, and two weighting fun tions, w and . w : V (G) 7! IR assigns positive real numbers (weights)
to verti es and  : E(G) 7! IR assigns positive real numbers (lengths) to
edges. As usual, we denote n = jV j and m = jE j. In the problem we
will be interested in the solution may either be a vertex of the graph or a
point on some edge. Here we will therefore all points the elements of edges,
whi h are interpreted as images of intervals, in luding endpoints of intervals
(i.e. verti es of the graph). Later when onsidered time omplexity of the
algorithms we will assume that the fun tion w has  n di erent values.
A simple walk from x to y is a nite sequen e of distin t verti es P =
x0 ; x1 ; : : : ; x` su h that ea h pair xi 1 ; xi is onne ted by an edge and x0 = x
and x` = y. The length of the walk is the sum of weights of its edges,
l(P ) = `i=1 (xi 1 xi ). For any pair of verti es x; y we de ne the distan e
d(x; y) to be the minimum of lengths over all walks between x and y. If there
is no su h walk, we de ne d(x; y) = 1. The distan es between pairs of points
on the edges an naturally be de ned as follows. Ea h edge (x; y) 2 E has
a positive length (x; y). Thus we an interpret ea h edge as (the image of)
a losed real interval [0; (x; y)℄ of length (x; y). For any point z in this
interval we de ne its distan e d(x; z) to x as z and its distan e d(z; y) to y
as d(x; y) z.
A graph G is onne ted, if d(x; y) < 1 for any pair of verti es x; y. A
vertex v is a ut vertex if after removing v and all edges in ident to it the
resulting graph is not onne ted. A graph without a ut vertex is alled
nonseparable.
A blo k is a maximal nonseparable graph. A y le is an
indu ed subgraph whi h is onne ted and in whi h every vertex is of degree
two. A a tus is a graph in whi h every blo k of three or more verti es is a
y le. Alternatively, a a tus is a onne etd graph in whi h two y les have
at most one vertex in ommon.
The enter problem on a graph G is to minimize

P
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f(z) = max w(x)d(z; x)
x2V
over all points z on the edges of G. This obje tive fun tion re e ts the goal
to lo ate a fa ility ( enter) z as lose to the lients x as possible, so that the
lients an qui kly get servi es from the enter in ase of emergen y.
In the ase of an obnoxious fa ility one wants to maximize
g(z) = min w(x)d(z; x).
x2V
This obje tive fun tion pla es the new lo ation as far as possible from the
sites (verti es) x of G. In this ase important and highly sensitive sites (or
highly obnoxious sites) re eive small weights. In measuring the sensitivity
of the sites we usually dispose of the nite set of marks. In this ase ea h
vertex of a graph an be valued with one of the di erent marks (weights)
with respe t to its sensitivity.

3 DFS based representation of a a tus
There are several properties whi h generalize naturally from trees to a tuses. For example, the number of edges is linear, O(m) = O(n). Also,
if in a a tus y les are onsidered as (super)-verti es, there is a unique
shortest path between any two verti es. It is therefore not hopeless to have
algorithms of the same time omplexity as for trees.
Any a tus G an always be represented as a rooted a tus. This means
that a vertex v0 2 V (G) is distinguished and alled the root of G. (Any
vertex may be hosen for the root.) All other verti es are indexed as
v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; vn 1 in a DFS order. It an easily be seen that in ea h y le
there is exa tly one vertex vj , whi h is the rst vertex in DFS order on the
y le C, ontaining the edge vi vj . For this reason we all the vertex vj the
root of the y le C. Clearly, ea h y le in a a tus has a unique root, determined as a rst vertex on the y le in the DFS order. Moreover, ea h vertex
on a a tus G whi h is a su essor of a vertex with higher index is the root
vertex of one or more y les. Hen e, all y les in a a tus are determined
with the root and its su essor.
The rooted a tus an be represented with two arrays Ti and Ri , i =
0; 2; : : : ; n 1, where Ti denotes the unique prede essor of vertex vi in the
rooted tree, onstru ted with the DFS. The element Ri denotes the root
vertex of the y le ontaining vi . If vi does not lie on a y le then Ri = vi
4

and if vi is on a y le rooted at vj , then Ri = vj 6= vi . Note that the array
R des ribes all y les in the a tus.
It is lear that when traversing the graph with a DFS algorithm, one an
also obtain arrays Fi (father of vi , i.e. ea h vertex has a pointer dire ting
to its father), ind(vi ) := jfj jvi = Tj gj (in-degree, leaves of the tree have no
son dire ting to them) within the same time omplexity O(m).
After a DFS run, ea h vertex vi an be regarded as a root of a sub a tus,
whi h we will denote by Gi .
From the dis ussion above we infer that after a DFS run, one an get a
representation of a a tus and, furthermore, one an de ide whether a given
graph is a a tus or not. More formally,

Lemma 3.1

Let

G

be a

a tus graph.

In a DFS run, ea h new vertex

vi

an have at most one neighbor among the visited verti es and the neighbor
an only be on the dire t path from the root

v0

to

vi .

If, for some vertex two su h neigbor existed, then there will be edges
on two (or more y les). Contradi tion. A ba k neighbor whi h is not on a
dire t path from the root v0 to vi was visited already and hen e the vertex
vi should have been visited as its son. Contradi tion.
2
Hen e, if G is not a a tus graph, this an be observed while traversing
G in the DFS order.
Proof.

Lemma 3.2
Proof.

Ca tus graphs

an be re ognized in linear time.

DFS algorithm takes O(m) time.
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4 The algorithm
With ea h vertex vi of the graph G a -tuple Di = (Di (1); Di (2); : : : ; Di (k))
will be omputed, for whi h
Di (k) = minfd(xl ; xj ) j w(xl ) = kg

will eventually hold. After omputing the distan es of ea h vertex to losest
k-weighted vertex, we an use the the linear algorithm for determining the
optimal point on ea h edge. Optimal solution is then the point in whi h the
best value over all edges is attained.
The obje tive fun tion for points on edges is de ned as follows. Assuming
the -tuples Di are omputed for ea h vertex vi , then for the point z on edge
vi vj the obje tive fun tion is de ned as
5

g(z) = min w(x)d(z; x) = minfgi (z); gj (z)g,
x2V
where

gi (z) = minfk(Di (k) + d(z; vi )) j k = 1; : : : g.

Re all that we want to nd a point z with maximal g(z).
Our linear algorithm for maximizing g(z) over a a tus onsists of four
steps. First, a representation of the given weighted a tus is found. Then
we ompute Di for ea h vertex. We start with edges in ident to leaves and
ontinue in reversed DFS order up to root. We orre t Di starting from root
to leaves. Finally we ompute g(z) on every edge and we maximize it over
the tree.
1. Find a representation of the (rooted) a tus G.
2. Traverse the a tus G in the reversed DFS order and ompute the
temporal Di (k).
3. Traverse the a tus G in the DFS order and ompute the nal Di (k).
4. For all edges nd their optimal points and return the maximum.
We now give more details of ea h step.

Step 1: Ca tus re ognition

Run a DFS on G. By dis ussion above, it is lear that we an ompute Ti ,
Ri , Fi (father of vi , i.e. ea h vertex has a pointer dire ting to its father) and
ind(vi ) := jfj jvi = Tj gj (in-degree, leaves of the tree have no son dire ting
to them) in time O(m).

Step 2: Computation temporal values of Di (k)

Traverse the DFS tree in the reversed DFS order. Compute the temporal
value Di (k) for a leave vi and redu e the number of unvisited sons for its
father by one. If the father has no more unvisited sons, put it in a FIFO ( rst
in rst out) queue. The omputation of temporal Di (k) values is de ned by:
1. if vi is a leave then set Di (k) = 0, if w(vi ) = k, and Di (k) =
w(vi ) 6= k.

1, if

2. In general, a vertex vi may have some sons with known temporal distan es. Then we set Di (k) to be the minimum over the lo al value,
and the orre ted values of the sons. Formally,
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Di (k) = minfj j Tj =vi _vi =vj g fDi(j ) (k)g,
where





The lo al value is Di(i) (k) = 0, if w(vi ) = k, and Di(i) (k) = 1, if
w(vi ) 6= k.
For ea h son vj , for whi h vi vj is not an edge of a y le of G, (i.e.,
if Rj = vj and Tj = vi ) set

Di(j ) (k) = Dj(k) + (vi ; vj ).
For ea h son vj , for whi h vi vj is an edge of a y le C of G, (i.e.,
if Rj = vi and Tj = vi ), ompute the distan es d(vj ; v` ) for all vk
on the y le C rooted at vj , and set
Di(j ) (k) = minf` j R` =Rj g fD` (k) + d(v` ; vj )g.

Lemma 4.1

is the minimal distan e to a vertex
root

vi .

vi , and for every mark k, Di (k)
v` with w(v` ) = k in a sub a tus with

After Step 2, for every vertex

More formally,

Di (k) = minfd(v` ; vj ) j w(v` ) = k ^ v` 2 Gi g.

Proof.
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Easy.

Lemma 4.2

Step 2

an be

omputed in

O( m) = O( n)

time.

Proof. One has to observe that the distan es from one vertex of a y le to all
other verti es an be omputed fast, i.e. in time proportional to the number
of edges of the y le. For example, by one walk in ea h dire tion around
the y le. By the way, the Di(j ) (k) = minf` j R` =Rj g fD` (k) + d(v` ; vj )g an
be omputed within the same time omplexity. Note however that values
have to be omputed. Sin e ea h y le has to be visited only on e, when
omputing Di (k) for the root, the overall time omplexity is O( m).
The rest is trivial.
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Step 3: Computation the nal values of Di (k)g

Traverse the DFS tree in the DFS order. Compute the nal values Di (k) as
follows:
1. For ea h vertex vi do
7




For ea h son vj , for whi h vi vj is not an edge of a y le of G, (i.e.,
if Rj = vj and Tj = vi ) set
Dj (k) = minfDj (k); Di (k) + (vi ; vj ).
For ea h son vj , for whi h vi vj is an edge of a y le of G, (i.e.,
if Rj = vi and Tj = vi ), for ea h v` on the y le ompute D` (k)
by traversing the y le twi e in ea h dire tion and at ea h move
setting
Dj (v` ) = minfDj (`); DN (v` )(k) + (v` ; N(v` )).
N(`) is a forward or ba kward neighbor of v` on the y le, depending on the dire tion of the walk.

Lemma 4.3

vi , and for every mark k, Di (k)
v` 2 V (G) with w(v` ) = k. More forDi (k) = minv` fd(v` ; vj ) j w(v` ) = kg.
After Step 3, for every vertex

is the minimal distan e to a vertex
mally,

Sket h of the idea. After setting Dj (v` ) = minfDj (`); DN (v` )(k) +
(v` ; N(v` )), the -tuple will give the orre t minimum omputed over itself
plus over the verti es, whi h are already taken into a ount in DN (v` )(k).
After traversing the y le twi e, the in uen e from (say, left) of every vertex to every other vertex is omputed. In uen e from other dire tion is
omputed by double walk around the y le in the other dire tion. Details
ommited in the abstra t.
2
Proof.

Lemma 4.4

Step 3

an be

omputed in

O( n)

time.

As before, ea h y le is onsidered only on e and the omputation on
the y le is linear in the length of the y le.
2
Proof.

Step 4: Maximizing the g(z)
The problem of omputation the maximum value of g(z) on edge vi ; vj an
be transformed to the obnoxious enter problem on a path P of at most 2
verti es pla ed on the real line with the following oordinates:
V (P ) = f Di (k) j Di (k) < 1g[fDj (k)+d(vi ; vj ) j Dj (k) < 1g
Using the algorithm from [3℄ we nd the maximal values of g(z) on ea h
edge. Step 4 is nished by hoosing the point z with maximum value g(z)
over all edges of the tree.
8

Proposition 4.5
on a weighted

The above algorithm solves the obnoxious

a tus with marked verti es in

O( n)

enter problem

time.

Proof. The orre tness of the algorithm is based on the fa t that on ea h
edge we onsider all possible weighted distan es in maximizing values g(z).
Regarding to the time omplexity of the algorithm, we observe that m
maximizations of g(z) on all edges of the a tus takes O( m) = O( n) time.
Re alling the omplexity of Steps 1 to 3 the whole algorithm runs in
linear time.
2
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